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Abstract. All recent studies of bird phylogeny have produced poorly resolved relationships among the orders of
Neoaves, the lineage that includes most modern birds. This ‘‘bush’’ result suggests the possibility of an explosive
and potentially unresolvable evolutionary radiation. However, simultaneous radiations of multiple lineages are thought
to be rare or nonexistent in nature and difficult to corroborate empirically because lack of phylogenetic resolution
can also be caused by analytical artifacts. Here we examine the predictions of the explosive radiation hypothesis for
five independent genetic datasets for Neoaves. We propose a methodology for testing for polytomies of evolutionary
lineages, perform likelihood-ratio tests to compare trees with zero-length branches to more resolved trees, compare
topologies between independent gene trees, and propose a power test for the SOWH test. The evidence of (1) extremely
short (in some cases zero-length) branches for interordinal relationships across independent gene trees and (2) to-
pological incongruence among gene trees suggests that the bird tree includes essentially simultaneous radiation of
multiple lineages. This result explains why a robust phylogeny of birds has not been produced despite much effort
on the part of avian systematists.
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The relationships among most orders of modern birds have
been notoriously difficult to resolve. This lack of resolution
is typified, historically, by numerous conflicting evolutionary
classifications existing before the advent of modern phylo-
genetic methods (reviewed in Sibley and Ahlquist 1990), and
currently, by the ongoing output of conflicting or unresolved
higher-level molecular trees. Diverse morphological (Cra-
craft 1988; Cracraft and Mindell 1989) and molecular da-
tasets have been analyzed (Sibley and Ahlquist 1990; Groth
and Barrowclough 1999; Mindell et al. 1999; Stanley 1999;
van Tuinen et al. 2000; Johansson et al. 2001; Johnson 2001;
Chubb 2002, 2004a; Sorenson et al. 2003), yet a robust phy-
logeny of Neoaves, the main group of modern birds, has not
been produced. The repeated finding of poor resolution raises
the possibility that the major lineages of Neoaves differen-
tiated so rapidly that the radiation might be considered es-
sentially simultaneous. Alternatively, the lineages of birds
may have speciated dichotomously, but some artifact of the
data or methods has prevented accurate resolution of rela-
tionships. How can these two possibilities be distinguished
empirically?

Demonstrating that a polytomy of evolutionary lineages
has occurred is difficult because such a pattern is the null
hypothesis for phylogeny reconstruction (Walsh et al. 1999),
and true multichotomous evolution is thought to occur rarely
or not at all. When a phylogenetic analysis results in a po-
lytomy rather than a dichotomously branching tree, artifac-
tual causes—indicating a ‘‘soft’’ polytomy—must be elim-
inated before a hypothesis of simultaneous radiation—or
‘‘hard’’ polytomy—can be tentatively accepted (Maddison
1989). Here, we apply phylogenetic tests to multiple datasets
to address the hard versus soft polytomy question for the
evolution of the orders of Neoaves.

Definitions, Approaches, and Predictions

In testing for multichotomous evolutionary radiation, it is
important to distinguish between gene-tree polytomies and
lineage-level polytomies. A gene-tree polytomy occurs when
a single allele gives rise to three daughter alleles that are
maintained in separate lineages (Slowinski 2001). Although
theoretically possible, such an occurrence is probabilistically
extremely unlikely. We tested for gene-tree polytomies in
this study (see below), but our focus is on whether a lineage-
level polytomy has occurred in birds.

To define a lineage-level polytomy, we adopt Maddison’s
(1997) view of phylogeny as a distribution of gene trees.
Evolutionary lineages are composed of multiple gene trees
that reflect the history of those lineages if time between evo-
lutionary splits is sufficiently large and effective population
sizes are sufficiently small (Tateno et al. 1982; see Fig. 1A).
Thus, like a statistical distribution, a ‘‘cloud of gene histo-
ries’’ may display a central tendency that could be interpreted
as the species tree (Maddison 1997, p. 523). However, as the
number of generations between splits decreases and the ef-
fective population size becomes larger, the probability of
discordant gene trees due to lineage sorting increases (Pamilo
and Nei 1988). At the limit of nondichotomous evolution,
gene trees are expected to either track lineage-level phylog-
eny as polytomies or be no more similar than chance expec-
tation because of randomly varying coalescence times (Slow-
inski 2001; see Fig. 1B). We define a lineage-level polytomy
as occurring when rapid evolutionary splitting has caused a
lack of central tendency in the constituent gene trees. In such
a case, a polytomy may be a more biologically accurate rep-
resentation of the evolutionary pattern than a dichotomous
tree. Unlike a gene-tree polytomy, a lineage-level polytomy
may be expected under plausible evolutionary circumstances.
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FIG. 1. Expected phylogenetic patterns for four independent genes under (A) rapid dichotomous evolutionary divergence, and (B)
simultaneous evolutionary divergence. Gene trees of the same color share the same history. The outlined tree represents the lineage-
level history.

For example, a lineage-level polytomy might be expected if
a vicariant event such as rising sea level caused geologically
rapid separation of multiple (i.e., greater than two) subpop-
ulations in a widespread species with a large effective pop-
ulation size.

Our approach is first to identify the predictions of a hard
lineage-level polytomy. Then, we test the bird data to see
whether these data fit these predictions. Finally, if the data
are found to fit these predictions, we attempt to account for
any artifactual effects that might cause similar results, and

we evaluate potential alternative hypotheses that might result
in the same patterns. Because we are, in essence, suggesting
a null hypothesis as potentially true, these last steps are cru-
cial.

Figure 2 illustrates our view of the steps that must be taken
to demonstrate a hard lineage-level polytomy (see also Jack-
man et al. 1999). We expect two potential patterns of data
under a hard polytomy, both of which require multiple in-
dependent datasets to detect. First, if there is topological
structure in independent genetic datasets, this structure
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FIG. 2. Flow chart depicting necessary steps for establishing a hard versus soft lineage-level polytomy. The flow chart begins in the
upper left and is preceded by phylogenetic analysis.

should not be congruent if a lineage- level hard polytomy
has occurred. That is, gene trees should be no more congruent
than chance expectation. If, on the other hand, speciation has
been rapid (but not polytomous), there should be some ‘‘ma-
jority’’ signal (i.e., some congruence) among independent
genes (Hasegawa et al. 1985). Second, interior branches of
gene trees should be extremely short for relationships in-
volving the hypothesized hard polytomy. If multiple inde-
pendent genes show extremely short interior branches (i.e.,
branches indistinguishable from zero length) for the same
relationships, this is evidence that speciation happened ex-
tremely rapidly among those lineages. In this study we test
for congruence of independent gene trees and for zero-length
branches occurring in the same relationships across indepen-
dent datasets.

Assuming that datasets meet the predictions of a hard po-
lytomy, several potential alternative hypotheses and artifac-
tual causes must be eliminated before a hard polytomy can
be tentatively concluded. Perhaps the most obvious potential
cause of a lack of resolution is insufficient data. Here we
incorporate a power test for the SOWH test (Swofford et al.
1996) to assess whether enough data have been collected in
the case of birds. In addition to insufficient characters, a lack
of resolution could be caused by inappropriate taxonomic
sampling. Although adding taxa seems more likely to in-
crease accuracy (e.g., Hendy and Penny 1989) rather than to
improve support for short branches, we nevertheless per-
formed taxon subsampling experiments with the bird datasets
to explore the possibility of a taxon sampling effect. Finally,
a common cause of poor resolution is the use of genes that
are inappropriate for the divergence level of interest. For

example, rapidly evolving mitochondrial genes may be es-
sentially randomized with respect to deep divergences (see
Hillis et al. 1996). Thus, it is important that the datasets
resolve relationships both deeper and shallower than the hy-
pothesized hard polytomy. We discuss all of these issues with
respect to the bird data.

METHODS

Data and Estimation of Phylogeny

We searched the literature for phylogenetic datasets that
met four criteria that we deemed useful for testing for a hard
polytomy. First, we sought only DNA sequence datasets be-
cause these are most amenable to the statistical testing we
believe is necessary to rigorously address these questions
(e.g., reasonable stochastic models for sequence evolution
have been proposed, and such datasets generally possess
many characters). Second, we wanted datasets that shared
representatives from at least 10 orders of Neoaves. Many
datasets include one or a few Neoaves lineages as exemplars
in studies of bird or vertebrate phylogeny. We sought datasets
for which meaningful comparisons across genes could be
made using taxa from the same lineages. Third, we looked
for datasets with at least two shared taxa basal to Neoaves
to root the trees with the same taxa. Finally, we required that
datasets include additional taxa within Neoaves so that we
could perform taxon subsampling experiments to assess the
sensitivity of our results (see below). We compiled existing
Neoaves sequences from six genes that met these criteria:
three ribosomal RNAs (mitochondrial 12S,16S, and nuclear
18S; van Tuinen et al. 2000) and three nuclear protein-coding
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genes [ZENK (Chubb 2004a,b), c-myc (Johansson et al. 2001)
and RAG-1 (Groth and Barrowclough 1999; Johansson et al.
2001)]. Other molecular sequence datasets that focus on birds
(Johnson 2001: cytochrome b; Sorenson et al. 2003: PEPCK
nuclear intron; and Prychitko and Moore 2003: b-fibrinogen
intron 7) do not meet one or more of these criteria. We discuss
results from these studies with reference to our results.

Alignments used were those used by the original authors.
We found minimum-evolution trees (Kidd and Sgaramella-
Zonta 1971; Rzhetsky and Nei 1992) for each of these da-
tasets (12S and 16S were analyzed together because of their
physical linkage) using maximum likelihood distances under
the model of evolution determined by Modeltest (Posada and
Crandall 1998). Although we would prefer to use likelihood
as an optimality criterion, the time needed for likelihood
searches is prohibitive for the large number of analyses we
are performing. Thus, we adopted minimum evolution as a
faster but still model-based proxy for likelihood results. We
constructed initial trees with neighbor-joining and 100 rep-
licates of random taxon addition and then perturbed these
trees using the tree-bisection-reconnection (TBR) algorithm
to find the optimal tree. To facilitate comparison across trees
(see below), we also pared each of these datasets to repre-
sentatives of 10 shared Neoaves orders and a constrained
chicken 1 duck outgroup (Groth and Barrowclough 1999;
van Tuinen et al. 2000) and analyzed these reduced-sample
trees using maximum likelihood under the model of evolution
determined by Modeltest (Posada and Crandall 1998). Tax-
onomic equivalents across the five datasets were from the
same monophyletic lineages. Optimal likelihood trees were
obtained by neighbor joining followed by one round of TBR
swapping. For both the complete and reduced-sample trees,
branch lengths were determined using likelihood. We also
estimated a parsimony tree of the combined dataset of all
genes for use in the polytomy tests described below. We used
PAUP* (Swofford 1999) for all phylogenetic analyses and
PAML (Yang 2000) for all simulations.

Tests for Hard Polytomies in the Gene Trees

Do the gene trees contain zero-length branches? And if so,
are the zero-length branches congruent across the different
datasets? We tested the hypothesis of nonzero length for each
branch of interordinal Neoaves relationships in each gene
tree using a likelihood-ratio test. The likelihood of the op-
timal tree was compared to the likelihood of the optimal tree
with one branch of interordinal relationships collapsed. A
nonsignificant difference between likelihood scores indicates
that the tested branch is statistically indistinguishable from
zero length. This test was performed for each branch of in-
terordinal relationships, as implemented in PAUP (under De-
scribe Trees) and Bonferroni-corrected for the number of
interordinal branches.

The above approach is useful for testing whether zero-
length branches exist at all, but it is not able to assess whether
multiple lineages have been involved in polytomies (because
the test examines one branch at a time), nor can it test whether
the same branches are zero-length in all genes (because the
datasets return different optimal trees). These aspects are dif-
ficult to test for several reasons, especially with large datasets

of heterogeneous taxonomic composition. First, the likeli-
hood-ratio test statistic is unlikely to follow a chi-square
distribution when the optimal tree is compared to trees with
more than one clade collapsed simultaneously (Goldman and
Whelan 2000). Calculation of significance levels thus re-
quires a simulation approach, which would be prohibitively
time consuming for the larger datasets. Second, differences
in taxonomic composition confound comparisons between
particular clades. For example, it makes no sense to ask
whether the branch uniting Trogon and Rallus in the ZENK
tree is indistinguishable from zero length in all datasets, be-
cause Rallus is not present in the other datasets. Third, even
if taxonomic composition is identical between datasets (see
below), different optimal tree topologies make comparison
of clades difficult. A zero-length branch in a clade composed
of, for example, a turaco, a mousebird, and a nighthawk may
be checked for zero length in the other datasets only if these
three taxa are grouped together in the trees from those other
datasets.

We attempted to address these difficulties by paring the
datasets to representatives of orders present in all datasets
and, after initial analyses, by constraining identical relation-
ships across genes to reflect plausible lineage-level relation-
ships. We used pared 10-taxon datasets to perform a series
of tests to determine whether (1) multiple branches could be
collapsed simultaneously and still maintain nonsignificance,
and/or (2) there existed congruent zero-length branches
across all gene trees, assuming some true underlying lineage
tree. First, we assumed one of the gene trees or the combined
parsimony tree to be the true lineage-level tree and imposed
this topology on each of the datasets. Then we collapsed sets
of one to eight (5 all) ingroup branches and compared like-
lihoods between the collapsed and noncollapsed trees using
each gene. Specifically, we first collapsed all eight ingroup
clades and tested for a significant difference in likelihood
from the assumed lineage tree using each gene (see below).
If a significant result was obtained, we collapsed sets of seven
clades and again tested for significant likelihood difference
from the lineage tree. We continued this procedure, collaps-
ing smaller numbers of clades, until a nonsignificant result
was obtained. The number of clades that could be collapsed
while maintaining nonsignificance gives an estimate of the
number of congruent gene-tree polytomies across all genes,
assuming some identical underlying topology. Although this
approach clearly is ad hoc, we are resigned to it because there
is no clear a priori hypothesis of what lineage tree should be
assumed or of which sets of clades to hypothesize as poten-
tially zero-length. In spite of the potentially large number of
tests, we held the P-value at 0.01 so as not to bias the results
toward the conclusions of this study, which require nonsig-
nificance.

We created null distributions for the tree comparison test
statistics by simulating data on the null trees (the SOWH test
of Swofford et al. 1996). The null tree is a tree with the
hypothesized zero-length branches (simultaneously) col-
lapsed. For example, the null tree for the 12S/16S results is
resolved as in Figure 4D except that the two clades that may
be simultaneously collapsed and still maintain nonsignificant
difference from zero-length across all datasets (woodpecker
1 owl, cuckoo 1 trogon) have been collapsed to trichoto-
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mies. For comparisons involving the gene that produced the
tested lineage level topology—for example, using the ZENK
data on the optimal tree for ZENK—the test statistic was the
difference in likelihood between the null (collapsed) tree and
the optimal tree under the data that produced those trees. For
these cases we created a null distribution by simulating 99
datasets on the null topology using the same model and pa-
rameter values for which the likelihoods of the original trees
were estimated. For each simulated dataset we compared the
likelihood of the null tree to the likelihood of the tree that
was optimal for that replicate. This distribution of 99 values
was then compared to the value for the test statistic.

A different comparison was undertaken when a gene was
tested using independently determined trees from one of the
other genes or from the combined analysis, for example, test-
ing the ZENK data on the combined parsimony topology or
on the optimal 18S topology. In this case, the test statistic
was the difference in likelihood between the null topology
(where null topology is determined as above) and the optimal
topology obtained under one dataset but inferred using the
sequence data of an independent gene and its associated mod-
el parameters. Thus, we compared two predetermined trees
rather than a predetermined null tree and an estimated optimal
tree. For each of these comparisons, we created a null dis-
tribution by simulating 99 datasets under the null topology
with branch lengths obtained under the parameter values for
the tested gene. For each simulation replicate, we recorded
the difference in likelihood between the null tree and the
original (i.e., not estimated) optimal tree from which the test
statistic was obtained. This distribution of 99 values was then
compared to the value for the test statistic.

Power Test for Sufficient Data

Are the current datasets large enough to resolve extremely
short branches? Power is defined as the probability of re-
jecting a null hypothesis when that null hypothesis is false.
Previously proposed statistical power tests for multichoto-
mous radiation (Walsh et al. 1999) have not taken phylo-
genetic methods and tree structure into account. We devel-
oped a statistical power approach for the SOWH test (Swof-
ford et al. 1996) of the hypothesis of nonzero branch length.
To calculate phylogenetic statistical power for hypothesis
testing, one needs values for acceptable Type-I error, effect
size (branch length), and sample size (sequence length). Be-
cause a likelihood-based comparison of resolved and col-
lapsed trees does not necessarily follow any standard statis-
tical distribution under the tested conditions, calculating
power necessitates a simulation approach (Goldman and
Whelan 2000).

We first selected a Type-I error (P-value) of 0.05 and re-
corded the critical value for data simulated under the null
hypothesis of zero-length branches. To do this for a given
dataset, we created 100 datasets of the same size as the orig-
inal using the optimal tree and Modeltest model but with the
tested branch lengths constrained to zero. For example, we
simulated 12S/16S data on the tree in Figure 4D but with the
woodpecker 1 owl and trogon 1 cuckoo clades collapsed to
form trichotomies. We analyzed each of these simulated da-
tasets using likelihood under the known model and recorded

the difference in likelihoods between the null tree and the
optimal tree for each simulation replicate. The 5% largest
values were noted.

Next, we simulated datasets of the same size and with the
same parameter values but using various branch lengths (ef-
fect sizes) for the hypothesized zero-length branches. We
added equal length to each collapsed branch simultaneously.
For example, we simulated 12S/16S data on the tree in Figure
4D with the branch lengths for the woodpecker 1 owl and
trogon 1 cuckoo clades simultaneously set to (for example)
0.0001 rather than the zero length that was used above to get
values under the null hypothesis. We simulated data over the
range of branch lengths that produced power values between
0 and 1.0 using both the original number of sites for each
gene and using 15,000 sites. This range of informative branch
lengths was identified through trial and error (for each gene,
only a narrow range of branch lengths produced power values
between 0 and 1.0). For each simulation replicate we per-
formed the same comparison of the optimal and null (col-
lapsed) tree. We recorded the percentage of values that ex-
ceeded the 5% largest values observed in the null comparison
for each set of nonzero branch lengths. This result gave an
estimate of Type-II error and allowed calculation of power
curves. Power tests were performed on the optimal topologies
for each gene using the parameter values for the gene that
produced the tree.

Test for topological congruence

Are the five gene trees more congruent than chance ex-
pectation? To address this question we summed the number
of taxon bipartitions shared across the optimal ingroup trees
for the five datasets (Penny et al. 1982). For example, if the
only similarities between trees are that three of the five gene
trees have a turaco plus mousebird clade and two of the gene
trees group trogon, passeriform, and owl, the sum of shared
bipartitions is five. This test statistic has a maximum of 35
if all five trees have the same seven ingroup bipartitions and
a minimum of zero if no groups are shared across the five
datasets. This value was compared to the number of bipar-
titions shared in sets of five trees chosen from a null distri-
bution of Markovian trees obtained from PAUP.

RESULTS

Phylogenetic Analyses and Tests for
Nonzero-Length Branches

Optimal trees from the analyses using all taxa available
for the largest number of Neoaves orders are shown in Figure
3. For each of these trees, a large percentage of Neoaves
interordinal relationships could be collapsed with nonsignif-
icant difference from the optimal tree: 19 of 19 interordinal
relationships in c-myc, 10 of 11 in RAG-1, 22 of 27 in ZENK,
16 of 33 in 12S/16S, 19 of 19 in 18S. If a Bonferroni cor-
rection is not used, values are: 15 of 19 interordinal rela-
tionships in c-myc, eight of 11 in RAG-1, 14 of 27 in ZENK,
six of 33 in 12S/16S, 13 of 19 in 18S. The RAG-1 tree shown
in Figure 3 is based on a data matrix with 2.9 kb, but we
also performed the same test on a RAG-1 tree that samples
more operational taxonomy units (46), but only 930 base
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pairs. In that case, 13 of 13 interordinal branches could be
collapsed to yield a likelihood not significantly different from
the optimal tree (nine of 13 without the Bonferroni correc-
tion). These results show that each of these datasets is char-
acterized by extremely short interordinal Neoaves branches.

Optimal likelihood trees for the pared datasets are shown
in Figure 4. Regardless of which of the six (five optimal gene
trees, optimal combined parsimony tree) candidate lineage-
level trees is assumed, at least two, and up to seven, clades
could be collapsed simultaneously with no significant change
in likelihood in all five datasets. This result suggests that
zero-length branches may occur in the same relationships
across all genes.

Power Results

Results of the power tests suggest that enough data have
been collected (see Fig. 5). Each dataset includes sufficient
characters to reject the null hypothesis of zero length for the
tested branches even if actual branch lengths are extremely
short. Increasing data to 15,000 sites has virtually no effect
on power in three of the five datasets (ZENK, RAG-1, 18S)
and only slight improvement in the others (Fig. 5). For ex-
ample, increasing the number of ZENK characters increases
power by more than 30% only for branch lengths from about
0.0002 to 0.0005. For branch lengths below 0.0002 or above
0.0005, power is nearly identical for 1763 and 15000 char-
acters.

Topological Congruence Results

The sum of the number of shared ingroup clades in the
five gene trees is eight. Figure 6 shows the distribution of
the test statistic under the null hypothesis of Markov-gen-
erated trees. Eight is not greater than chance expectation
under the Markov model (P 5 0.24), and thus the null hy-
pothesis of independent histories cannot be rejected.

DISCUSSION

Biological Interpretation of the Gene-Tree Polytomies

There is a minimum of two congruent gene-tree trichot-
omies among these Neoaves orders (Fig. 4). This number is
conservative for two reasons. First, some excluded Neoaves
orders may fall within zero-length branches. Second, alter-
native trees that are suboptimal for all (rather than for just
four of the five) datasets may best represent the lineage-level
tree. In such a case, achieving nonsignificance for multiple
collapsed clades across all datasets may be easier because
relationships have not been optimized for any of them. Al-
though many studies discuss rapid radiations, we know of no
other data that fail to reject a null hypothesis of zero-length
branches using this SOWH test (see Fishbein et al. 2001).

Because we are unable to determine which of the many
thousands of candidate lineage trees is most appropriate, we
cannot determine exactly which bird relationships to present
as multichotomous. The goal of examining six potential lin-
eage trees was to investigate whether the hypothesis of mul-
tichotomous evolution is sensitive to choice of lineage to-
pology. Because all six tested trees resulted in some con-
gruent zero-length branches across all gene trees, we are

comfortable suggesting that at least some interordinal rela-
tionships are multichotomous, even though we are unable to
identify these relationships by name.

Although it is clear that most of the interordinal bird
branches are in some sense short, we find it difficult to believe
that the hypothesized zero-length branches represent true
gene-tree polytomies in the sense of three alleles arising from
one. Below, we consider alternative hypotheses that involve
Type-II error, some of which are compatible with the hy-
pothesis of a hard lineage-level polytomy.

First, it is possible that dichotomous evolution of genes
has occurred, but that no fixed mutations occurred in the
tested genes during the time between splits. In such a case,
the true likelihood branch length is nonzero because branch
length is a function of both time and mutation rate (Swofford
et al. 1996). However, the estimated branch length is likely
to be zero because we estimate branch lengths wholly from
mutations. Because branches like these are un likely to be
estimated correctly if no data exist to support them, such
branches may be best interpreted as zero length al though
their actual length, in terms of time, is nonzero. Under this
interpretation, hard lineage-level polytomies are indicated by
the congruent zero-length branches across the gene trees.

A second possibility is that mutations did occur in some
of the genes in the duration between the short dichotomous
splits, and the reconstructed branch lengths, however short,
represent the actual branch lengths (it must be noted that
three of the five optimal gene trees have at least one inter-
ordinal branch reconstructed as exactly zero length). Under
this interpretation, the lack of nonrandom congruence be-
tween gene trees (Fig. 6) fulfills the expectation of a hard
lineage-level polytomy (Fig. 1). Similar to this interpretation
is the possibility that there is some common lineage-level
phylogeny for part or all of the gene trees, but stochastic
variation and short branches have obscured the signal. Ad-
ditional data will determine whether this interpretation should
be favored. We do not favor it currently for two reasons.
First, the power tests suggest that additional data will not be
helpful in resolving these branches, if current branch length
estimates are close to accurate. Second, if there is some true
underlying lineage structure, we would expect at least some
nonrandom congruence between the five independent mark-
ers, and this does not occur (Fig. 6).

A third possibility is that the failure to reject the star tree
hypothesis may be caused by a combination of factors that
are difficult to disentangle—for example, stochastic variation
in the evolutionary process (i.e., fixed mutations failed to
occur in some genes) and stochastic error in the estimation
process (i.e., some topological relationships and branch
lengths are reconstructed incorrectly)—and which affect part
or all of the interordinal lineage relationships and potentially
obscure a common lineage-level signal. This interpretation
is difficult to address with current data, but we note, again,
that at least some nonrandom congruence of topologies would
be expected under these circumstances if a lineage-level po-
lytomy did not occur.

Potential Methodological and Artifactual Causes of Zero-
Length Branches

The independent genetic datasets each possess branch
lengths that are indistinguishable from zero, which may re-
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FIG. 3. Optimal distance trees with maximum-likelihood branch lengths and complete taxon sampling for the most avian orders and base
pairs available. (A) ZENK (Genbank nos. AF490141–AF490243, unreleased), (B) 12s and 16s rRNAs (van Tuinen et al. 2000), (C) c-myc
(Johansson et al. 2001), (D) RAG-1 (Groth and Barrowclough 1999; Johansson et al. 2001), (E) 18s rRNA (van Tuinen et al. 2000).
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FIG. 4. Optimal maximum-likelihood trees from reduced taxon samples, containing orders shared by all five datasets. Clades that were
congruently zero length across all datasets when the tree from a particular gene tree or the combined tree was assumed are identified
with dots (not significantly different from zero length): (A) ZENK tree, (B) 18s rRNA tree, (C) RAG-1 tree, (D) 12s and 16s rRNA, (E)
c-myc, (F) combined maximum-parsimony tree, shown with likelihood branch lengths.

←

Taxa belong to the following Neoaves orders, as marked: 1. Podicipediformes (grebes), 2. Sphenisciformes (penguins), 3. Procellariiformes
(tube-nosed seabirds), 4. Pelecaniformes (pelicans and allies), 5. Phoenicopteriformes (flamingos), 6. Ciconiiformes (herons, storks, and
allies), 7. Falconiformes (birds of prey), 8. Gruiformes (cranes, rails, and allies), 9. Charadriiformes (shorebirds, gulls, and allies), 10.
Gaviiformes (loons), 11. Columbiformes (pigeons and doves), 12. Psittaciformes (parrots), 13. Coliiformes (mousebirds), 14. Muso-
phagiformes (turacos), 15. Cuculiformes (cuckoos), 16. Strigiformes (owls), 17. Caprimulgiformes (nightjars and allies), 18. Apodiformes
(swifts and hummingbirds), 19. Trogoniformes (trogons), 20. Coraciiformes (kingfishers, rollers, and allies), 21. Piciformes (woodpeckers
and allies), 22. Passeriformes (perching birds). Galloanserae orders include: 23. Anseriformes (waterfowl), 24. Galliformes (fowl-like
birds). Paleognath orders include: 25. Tinamiformes (tinamous), 26. Rheiformes (rheas), 27. Struthioniformes (ostriches), 28. Casuari-
iformes (emus and cassowaries), 29. Dinornithiformes (kiwis).

flect either the real evolution of these organisms or some
artifact of these analyses. The most obvious potential artifact
is insufficient data; however, the power results suggest that
this is not a problem for these genes (Fig. 5). An alternative
potential problem is that some taxon sampling artifact has

biased each analysis towards a multichotomy (we have ex-
cluded approximately 9500 Neoaves species). However, the
result that zero-length branches are obtained with both larger
(Fig. 3) and smaller (Fig. 4) numbers of taxa suggests that
these conclusions are robust to taxon sampling artifacts. In
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FIG. 5. Power curves for each gene, comparing original datasets
(crosses) with simulated datasets of 15,000 bases (boxes). Note
differences are branch-length scale.

FIG. 6. Null distribution for significance test of the sum of taxon
bipartitions shared in sets of five Markov-generated trees of 10 taxa.

addition to taxon sampling issues, it might be thought that
each of the five independent genes is evolving at an inap-
propriate rate to resolve Neoaves ordinal relationships. We
reject this explanation because each gene (except for 18S)
resolves both older and more recent relationships without
saturation (Groth and Barrowclough 1999; van Tuinen et al.
2000, 2001; Johansson et al. 2001; Chubb 2004a,b). It re-
mains possible that these genes are able to resolve ‘‘old long’’
internodes but not ‘‘old short’’ internodes. That is, each of

these genes may be evolving slowly enough to be informative
at deep splits but too slowly to have undergone mutation in
the short periods of interordinal diversification. Whether
these five genes are such an unfortunate sample can only be
determined by collection of additional data. If such an in-
terpretation is correct, we note that identification of appro-
priate genes for Neoaves ordinal relationships is likely to be
extremely difficult. Finally, our results do not exclude the
possibility that the genes have simultaneously undergone a
deceleration in rate of molecular evolution at the point of
ordinal diversification followed by a simultaneous acceler-
ation after ordinal diversification. However, in light of the
additional evidence presented here (e.g., topological incon-
gruence) and our belief in the improbability of this expla-
nation, we consider this possibility less likely than the ‘‘com-
mon cause’’ explanation of a lineage-level polytomy.

Biological Interpretation of Topological Incongruence

The failure to reject a null hypothesis of independent evo-
lution for these gene trees (Fig. 6) is compatible with a hy-
pothesis of a hard lineage-level polytomy (Fig. 1). If there
was some congruent lineage-level relationship, we would ex-
pect to see some ‘‘majority’’ signal from the independent
genes. We consider this evidence compelling because the
hypothesis of nonrandom tree similarity is extremely con-
servative. If, for example, even two clades were shared across
the five trees, or if two of the five trees were identical and
the other three each unique, a significant result would be
obtained under this test. We performed this test using only
the ingroup taxa. An additional test including an outgroup
and comparing rooted (11-taxa) trees also returns a nonsig-
nificant result (data not shown).

There are other factors that could cause a lack of congru-
ence between gene trees. One of these is gene duplication
followed by subsequent loss of one of the gene copies (Fitch
1970). If gene duplication is a factor in the bird data, the
utter lack of congruence between trees suggests that some
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process is simultaneously affecting each of the five putatively
independent genes. If only one or a few genes were affected
or if the gene duplications occurred late in bird ordinal phy-
logeny, we would expect some congruence between topol-
ogies. The independent duplication of five randomly selected
genes is probabilistically unlikely over the apparently short
timeframe of bird ordinal diversification (Lynch and Conery
2000). Large-scale (i.e., whole-genome) duplications are not
unheard of in nature (e.g., Wolfe and Shields 1997), and
additional data may shed light on this possibility. For now,
we note that the hard lineage polytomy hypothesis predicts
short gene-tree branches, which are present in these data,
whereas the gene duplication hypothesis does not (although
it does not exclude them).

Hybridization may also cause discordance between gene
trees (e.g., Doyle 1992). However, this phenomenon would
have to be rampant to produce the extreme topological dis-
similarity observed in these data. Furthermore, like the gene
duplication hypothesis, short internodal branches are not nec-
essarily expected under hybridization as they are under a hard
lineage-level polytomy.

Potential Methodological Causes of
Topological Incongruence

Another possible explanation for the discord between gene
trees is estimation error. That is, the five datasets may be
responding differently to difficult phylogeny estimation con-
ditions involving long unbranched lineages and short inter-
nodes (see Felsenstein 1978). Certainly, the reconstruction
of these short, deep branches in birds is likely to be an ex-
tremely difficult estimation problem. However, if misesti-
mation is a problem, we argue that more congruence should
be observed than is seen among these datasets. The reason
significant congruence is expected is that congruence can
occur due to both shared true relationships and shared bias
(see e.g., Poe 2003, fig. 1). If long-branch attraction is a
problem because lineages have been evolving independently
for a long time, then at least some of these datasets should
share the same long branches. Under these conditions, in-
dependently analyzed datasets would have two forces con-
tributing to congruence—shared history and the shared bias
of placing the same long branches together—and greater con-
gruence than is observed here would be expected. Converse-
ly, for misestimation to cause systematic (rather than sto-
chastic) incongruence due to long-branch attraction, rates of
molecular evolution would need to vary greatly over time
within and between each dataset such that different long
branches underlie each of the five genes. We do not suggest
that the misestimation explanation for the incongruence ob-
served here is impossible. But in light of the additional ev-
idence presented here we consider it less likely than the com-
mon-cause explanation of a hard polytomy.

Comparison with Other Approaches

Jackman et al. (1999) and Walsh et al. (1999) have also
offered procedures for distinguishing hard and soft polyto-
mies. Our approach draws from each of these works.

Walsh et al. (1999) suggested applying the concept of sta-
tistical power to the question of how many molecular se-

quence sites are needed to resolve a given phylogenetic
branch. These authors calculated the amount of sequence data
required to obtain at least one substitution on a branch of
length 100,000 years in a study of auklets. Because a single
substitution is the minimum amount of data required to re-
solve a branch, this approach provides a useful estimate of
the minimum amount of data needed for resolution (Braun
and Kimball 2001; Walsh and Friesen 2001). However, this
measure does not take into account structure in the rest of
the tree or the method of reconstruction used, both of which
can have profound consequences for the ability to reconstruct
a branch of interest (e.g., Felsenstein 1978). The simulation
approach to calculating power that we adopt here takes tree
structure into account and is usable with different phyloge-
netic methods (for application of simulation-based power to
their likelihood ratio test for monophyly, see Huelsenbeck et
al. 1996). For example, one could compare the length in
parsimony steps (rather than likelihood score) of the optimal
tree to the constrained tree for each simulation replicate when
calculating power.

Jackman et al. (1999) were among the first to treat the
rapid radiation question quantitatively. They presented a se-
ries of tests within a parsimony framework to distinguish
hard versus soft polytomies. Our Figure 2 adopts many of
the principles of the flowchart of Jackman et al. (1999, fig.
4), including tests for significant internal branches and asking
whether sufficient numbers of characters have been collected.
Jackman et al. (1999) tested whether certain groups of sites
were saturated with substitutions and performed taxon sub-
sampling experiments to test whether short branches in their
maximally sampled tree remained short under reduced sam-
ples of taxa. Although we discuss the appropriateness of the
genes we used, we did not perform saturation tests because
the likelihood framework adopted in this study is expected
to deal better with differing rates of evolution (Swofford et
al. 1996). Like Jackman et al. (1999), we performed taxon
subsampling experiments to assess the effect on hypothesized
zero-length branches. Our approach differs in adopting a like-
lihood rather than parsimony framework (although many of
our tests could be performed under parsimony), including an
explicit statistical assessment of whether sufficient numbers
of characters have been collected, and incorporating topology
and branch length tests with multiple independent genes. We
also discuss the distinction between gene and lineage-level
trees, emphasize the necessity of using multiple markers in
addressing hard versus soft lineage-level polytomy questions,
and examine alternative explanations for polytomous results.
Jackman et al. (1999) used a single mitochondrial region and
thus were unable to address issues related to multiple loci.

Causes of Rapid Radiation

Several studies have noted the rapid radiation of birds and
the difficulty in reconstructing Neoaves ordinal relationships
(Cracraft 1988; Sibley and Ahlquist 1990; Hedges 1994; Coo-
per and Penny 1997; Groth and Barrowclough 1999; Mindell
et al. 1999; Stanley and Cracraft 2002; Sorenson et al. 2003;
Chubb 2004a). Hard polytomies are thought to be rare or
nonexistent in nature, so the continued finding of poor res-
olution begs for some causal explanation. The traditional
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explanation for the explosive radiation of birds is niche ex-
pansion following mass extinction at the Cretaceous-Tertiary
(K-T) boundary (Romer 1966; Feduccia 1995). This seems
a plausible explanation if the diversification of Neoaves can
be dated to around 60 million years ago. However, recent
molecular studies have suggested that most orders of Neoaves
diversified before the K-T boundary (Hedges et al. 1996;
Cooper and Penny 1997). This contention could be reconciled
with the rapid-radiation results of this paper if continental
breakup during the Cretaceous caused (geologically) simul-
taneous isolation of multiple lineages. Alternatively, perhaps
niche expansion occurred but not in response to a mass ex-
tinction.

Predictions for Future Data

The great biological interest in birds ensures that phylo-
genetic data will continue to be collected for resolving avian
interordinal relationships. We currently favor a hypothesis of
lineage-level polytomy for the relationships of some of the
bird orders, but we eagerly await new data that may falsify
this hypothesis. Although the data may be interpreted as com-
patible with a hard polytomy involving many (up to 10) lin-
eages, we consider it unlikely that such a large polytomy
would exist in nature. Rather, we expect that some bird or-
dinal relationships analyzed in this study will be resolved by
additional data, whereas other bird ordinal relationships will
be found to form true hard lineage-level polytomies. Fortu-
nately, these two conditions should be distinguishable be-
cause the predictions of the lineage-level polytomy (as we
have defined it) are clear. If data from several independent
genes eventually converges on some majority topology, the
hypothesis of lineage-level polytomy will be falsified. Al-
ternatively, if independent genes continue to favor disparate
gene trees with short internal branches, as is currently the
case, the hard-polytomy hypothesis should be favored over
one of normal dichotomous evolution. Such testing will re-
quire analyzing putatively independent genetic datasets sep-
arately to allow them to display separate histories (see Mi-
yamoto and Fitch 1995). We also recommend continued anal-
yses of other characters such as chromosomes, gene order,
and morphology. As with the gene sequence data, the ex-
pectation under the hard-polytomy hypothesis is that some
relationships will not be resolvable dichotomously. The con-
sequences of other potential causes for the patterns seen here
(i.e., gene duplication) should also be investigated.

Recent work that did not meet our sampling criteria nev-
ertheless mainly supports, or at least is compatible with, the
hard polytomy interpretation. Sorenson et al.’s (2003) study
of Hoatzin and other bird relationships and Johnson’s (2001)
916-taxon study using cytochrome b both found extremely
weak support for interordinal Neoaves relationships (i.e.,
bootstrap values ,50%). Cytochrome b may not be appro-
priate for divergences at the level of Neoaves orders (Moore
and DeFilippis 1997), but Sorenson et al. (2003) sampled a
nuclear intron that appeared useful for older divergences in
birds (e.g., strong support for a Galloanserae-Neoaves split).
Prychitko and Moore (2003) included six Neoaves orders and
found strong support for three clades of Neoaves ordinal
relationships (bootstraps of 96, 98, 100%) and weak support

for one other (43%). Although results from this limited or-
dinal-level taxon sample should be treated with caution, the
finding of support for at least some interordinal relationships
is encouraging.

We suggest that if bird ordinal relationships are actually
dichotomous, bird evolution may represent an extremely dif-
ficult phylogenetic case. If the true interordinal branch
lengths are anything like those reconstructed in the five da-
tasets analyzed here, it will take a huge amount of data and
an extremely accurate model of evolution to resolve these
splits (Fig. 5). Fortunately, recent technological advances in
data collection and analysis push such requirements into the
realm of possibility. The next few years should be an exciting
time in avian systematics.

Conclusions

Despite over a century of effort by avian systematists, a
robustly-supported avian evolutionary tree has been elusive.
Our analyses suggest that this difficulty is not due to a paucity
of characters or datasets, but rather to an evolutionary pattern
that may violate the assumption of a dichotomously branch-
ing tree. We believe the evidence of (1) extremely short (in
some cases zero-length) branches for the same relationships
in independent gene trees, and (2) lack of nonrandom to-
pological congruence between independent gene trees, is best
interpreted as indicating a lineage-level polytomy among
some of the orders of Neoaves. Although new data should
continue to be collected and analyzed, the avian evolutionary
tree may remain more like a bush at the ordinal level. The
explosive radiation of birds may be exceptional, or perhaps
in the future our increased ability to collect genetic data and
the continued application of new phylogenetic tools will al-
low identification of other cases of simultaneous evolutionary
radiation of multiple lineages. The general methodology that
we have proposed for testing rapid radiations should be useful
in this regard.
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